The Price Of Peace

Part of a letter by Gerald L. Calcutt, M. D., to the Newark Evening News in answer to the question, "What Price Peace?"

"It is a mistake to believe that men, in each period of civilization, have been called upon to protect republics--or vice versa--than his own skills. Gradually, though slowly, this is the earth's vital history, from tyrannies to dominions, and it has been a definite universal philosophy based on moral independence, freedom of mind and soul, liberty and dignity of the human being. This evolutionarily destined of the human race is greater than all of our 1914-18 war years took together. Certainly greater than the "passing void" that is our finite bodies. "The price of peace, in most events of history was not offered as an alternative to war. It was usually a case of being subjugated, destroyed, or starved, as against existing. It was the giving up what was left of the struggle. "There are no victories in war. But the course of the human race has evidenced and will continue to evidence that men will fight to preserve his liberty, his freedom, his life free of oppression and enslavement until all the world can accept international law and order under fair, just and universal brotherhood. "The purpose of our lifetime may mean the loss of our American principles and ideals re-presenting the highest philosophies of civilization to-day -- the quality of man, the right to think, play and live free of totalitarian force and dictation. "We must keep alive the thought that prompted Patrick Henry to say: "Give me liberty or give me death." And I hope the American people will protest for this preservation of the peace at all costs. "It may be the destiny of our lifetime to fight for the soul of mankind."

Committee Accepts New Honor Code

Formal Ceremony To Be Held

The new GSCW Honor Code has been passed by Student Council, Student Body and the Faculty Committee on Student Policies. It will be in effect immediately after the formal acceptance ceremony which is scheduled for Chapel, Monday, October 22.

YWCA Sponsors Minny Herfurt, Belgian Student

This year YWCA is sponsoring Minny Herfurt from Antwerp, Belgium. Minny attended high school in a Catholic College and has one year of university, training in English, Flemish, French, and German. She has studied English Literature, Art, and shorthand.

Minny worked with the American Mission in Antwerp, the Criminal Investigation Department for eighteen months, and with the American Council for five years. Her work is unpaid, but she works five hours a day for the work she performs. She is to help with International organization, which is sponsored by the Belgian United Nations Investigation Service.

Minny wishes to express her gratitude to Y and to the girls who have so willingly helped her. She would like to say "Thank you very much. I am deeply grateful."
**SPORTS RACKET**

**Senior Flag A-Flying High**

As Sanford Snaps Sports Day

The green and white were flying high as Sanford School crossed the finish line with a high score of 68 points to win Sports Day.

**197 Captured By Shell Clubs**

The Philomathic Association, Sanford's oldest and largest of the壳 clubs, captured 197 points to win for the third year in a row.

**HUNGRY STUDENTS SATISFIED**

With Food At Annual Hike

With tired legs and full stomachs, all the kids returned to the dormitories from the annual hike Tuesday afternoon.

**35 SIGN UP FOR VOLLEYBALL INTERMURALS**

Intermurals are set to begin May 1st in the school gym while the gym is not in use for the physical education classes.

**Beta Alpha Pi Plans For Future**

Beta Alpha Pi, the business club of Sanford School, is planning to organize a party for the Friday night of next week.

**SPORTS RACKET**

**Teachers Trample Students in Senior-Faculty Annual Fray**

The unrelenting professors of unaccustomed physical exertion marched on helpless students in the annual fray.
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LITTLE COUNTRY SCHOOL BEGINS FIRST STUDENT GOVERNMENT

BY NANCY ZEUS

'Tis Friday afternoon, and I am absorbed in reading to you an article which appeared in the local newspaper. It is about the Little Country School, located in the small town of Lincoln, Nebraska, which has just established its first student government. This is a milestone for the school, as it represents a significant step towards giving students a voice in the management of their educational environment.

The school has been in existence for ten years, and during this period, it has grown from a small private school to a bustling institution with a student body of over 500. The school prides itself on providing a nurturing and supportive environment for its students, who are encouraged to explore their interests and develop their talents.

The establishment of the student government is a natural progression for the school, as it allows students to take on leadership roles and contribute to the decision-making process. The students will be responsible for organizing events, representing the student body, and working with the faculty to improve the school's policies and procedures.

The selection process for the student government leaders was thorough and inclusive. All students were eligible to participate, and the selection was based on their skills, experience, and commitment to the school community. The leaders will serve a one-year term, after which new leaders will be selected through a similar process.

The formation of the student government is a testament to the school's commitment to student involvement and empowerment. It is a significant step towards creating a more democratic and inclusive educational environment, where students feel valued and heard.

The school is to be congratulated on this achievement, and we look forward to seeing the positive impact that the student government will have on the school community. It is a reminder of the importance of giving students a voice and empowering them to make a difference in their communities.

EASY WAYS TO PASS WITHOUT TRYING

1. Bring the professor receiver and you will have no problem going to classes, taking notes, and attending exams. Take notes eagerly.

2. Be fit for the game, but not too fit. Don't put on weight during the summer, but don't lose much either. Be fit for the game.

3. Be in short, near sighted. Your eyes will not be as sharp.

4. Ask for help. You may be asked to explain the lesson.

5. If you read simply, someone else will read it at the end of the book. They can't blame you for not understanding.

6. Keep thyself in good health, and when healthy, keeping thyself in good health.

7. Do not be afraid of the teacher. He will be afraid of you.

8. Do not question the authority of the teacher. It is your duty to listen to the teacher.

9. Keep thyself in good health, and when healthy, keeping thyself in good health.

10. Always be prepared for class. This will impress your teacher.

FORMER MUSIC PROFESSOR

NEW AT LINDENWOOD COLLEGE

Robert A. Craig, former professor of music at the University of Illinois, is now on the faculty of the music department at Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Missouri.

His appointment marks the beginning of a new era for the music program at Lindenwood, as Craig brings a wealth of experience and knowledge to the department. He has served as a music teacher, conductor, and administrator, and his expertise will undoubtedly enrich the musical education of the students.

Craig's appointment is the result of a comprehensive search conducted by the college administration, which sought to find an individual who would bring a fresh perspective and innovative ideas to the music program. The college is excited to welcome Craig and looks forward to working with him to develop a vibrant and dynamic music program.

The college is committed to providing a high-quality musical education to its students, and Craig's appointment is a testament to its commitment. The college is confident that Craig will contribute to the continued success and growth of the music program at Lindenwood College.
NOSE, THROAT, and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfields

FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields—10 to 40 a day. 45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields continuously from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-months period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated: "It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects were not adversely affected in the six-months period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

There would be no words to express our feelings if we were told that we had to obey the following rules, and yet it was just 20 short years ago that these rules were given in black and white, to be kept to the letter.

1. Visitors from young gentlemen coming from the houses of people will not be received unless they bring letters of introduction from the president of the patera or association. This rule applies to contains of all degrees as well as to young men.
2. Correspondence with young men, unless by permission of the girl's parents, is forbidden. As far as practicable, this rule will be enforced.
3. All association and communication with young men is forbidden.
4. Attendance at church every Monday morning is required of every pupil, except in case of sickness.
5. Students will not be allowed to receive letters of advice and from home or elsewhere. Such letters will always be promptly commended by the master, and the envelopes will be properly disposed of.
6. College uniforms must be worn as required on all occasions.
7. Card playing is absolutely prohibited.
8. Pupils are required to wear the full uniform on the cars in traveling between the college and their homes, and also while at home during any visit during the season on the short holidays, but during the long summer vacations they may wear it or not as they choose.

This was also added: "... Notwithstanding the wonderful economy of the outfit, every pupil is starkly dressed in black and white. The hundreds of persons from all parts of the state who have seen it are struck with its beauty, simplicity and charm."

Well, maybe so, but gee, it's great to be modern.

We best at different degrees. The men who tried to commit suicide will now whistle himself away...

Opportunities constitute drop into people's laps, but not until they get their last where opportunities are dropping.
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